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The story of communications
during the 50 years of the Forests
Department's operations in Western
Australia is the fascinating story of
communications technology which
the whole world has seen.

Each decade has been one of
remarkable advances.

As early as 1924 a start was made
with construction of telephone lines
between forest headquarters and the
new fire lookout towers then rn
existence. Heliograph contact was
used to keep in touch with working
parties and survey teams.

By 1929 a single wire earth-return
telephone system had been developed
and this. with some refinement. has
been extended over the years to
approach 2,000 miles in length,
connecting some 35 lookout towers
and forest centres from Mundarins
in the north to Walpole on the souti
coast.
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Until recent years the public
telephone system served only forest
offices in the major towns. Since 1950
the P.M.G. network has extended
throughout the rural areas enabling
connection of minor forest offices
and a number oflookout towers.

Hqnsard records that radio as a
means of forest communication was
first mentioned in 1923 by the
Minister for Forests for testing by
A.W.A. Tests were also carried out
in 1929, but owing to lack of reliable
equipment and limitations in tech-
nical knowledge, results were not
sufficiently encouraging to warrant
practical use.

Further trials in 1946, using high
frequency army surplus equipment,
gave immediate prospects of
economical and reliable operations
and the following year saw the first
units of a wide network installed at
fixed stations and in fire trucks.

R epeatet station combined
with firc lookout towel

Divisional control centres worked
field operational mobile units on a
time schedule geared to the fore-
casted fire hazard for the day.

The new flexibility given to fire-
fighting gangs and field officers by
mobile communications made it
possible to operate resources of men
and materials remote from fixed
lines of communications with more
efficiency and greater economy.

High f requency (HF) radio
suffered, unfortunately, from th€
serious disadvantage of interference
from electrical storms and at times
when most needed could be found to
be unworkable. This deficiency was
highlighted during the Dwellingup
fires in 196l when for the first 48
hours severe electrical storms at a
most critical time rendered com-
munication by 'radio extremely
difficult. By this time much of the
HF equipment was obsolescent and
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it was clear that the time had come
to convert to VHF (very high
frequency) equipment which was
known to be largely free from
electrical interference.

It was fortunate that VHF equip-
ment was available in compact
transistorised units and that certarn
lookout towers were well placed for
the siting of repeater stations. VHF
communication in the band 75-85
IViIlz has been in operation through-
out the forest areas in recent years.
It gives even greater flexibility, as
low battery drain means that the
receiver  may be swi tched on
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permanently to provide immediate
contact with vehicles in transit.

Currently a radio-telephone system
is under field trial with the proba-
bilitythat it will economically replace
earth-retum telephone lines, at least
in areas where line maintenance is
high.

The wheels of electronic progress
never stop. The days of integrated
circuitry are already with us and
soon the omcer remote from his
home station will be in constanl
touch per medium of a pocket sized
radio transceiver.

Karr i  Botanical  Notes
( continuedfrom page 6 )

sapwood may both give a white ash.
However, jarrah always shows a
black char beneath the white ash,
while karrigives a white ash only.

The Forests Department maintains
a timber inspection service for the
benefit of buyers who wish to have
timber certified true to name and uD
to specification. To inspectors. ei-
perienced in handling these species,
the timbers are quite distinct, and
the possibility oferror remote.

The leaves of karri are alternate
and petiolate (having a leaf stalk),
broadly lance shaped, dark green
above and paler underneath, and
more spreading than pendulous--
an unusual character in south-
western Australian trees.

The cotyledons (seed leaves) after
germination are broadly kidney
shaped and taper into short stalks.
The foliage of the young leaves rs
broad and delicate, and persists on
the young trees until they are many
feet rn height. The leaf has a network
pattem of fine veins as compared
with the distinct parallel venation of
the larger leaved marri (which is
a typical bloodwood).

Flowers are a creamy white. The
fruit is pear-shaped (pyriform) and
contracted at the summit, slightly
more than half an inch in diameter,
with a narrow rim. The caosule is
deeply enclosed within the iruiting
calyx and the valves are also included.
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